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DISCLAIMER
SoBigData (654024) is a Research and Innovation Action (RIA) funded by the European Commission under
the Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme.
SoBigData proposes to create the Social Mining & Big Data Ecosystem: a research infrastructure (RI)
providing an integrated ecosystem for ethic-sensitive scientific discoveries and advanced applications of
social data mining on the various dimensions of social life, as recorded by “big data”. Building on several
established national infrastructures, SoBigData will open up new research avenues in multiple research
fields, including mathematics, ICT, and human, social and economic sciences, by enabling easy comparison,
re-use and integration of state-of-the-art big social data, methods, and services, into new research.
This document contains information on SoBigData core activities, findings and outcomes and it may also
contain contributions from distinguished experts who contribute as SoBigData Board members. Any
reference to content in this document should clearly indicate the authors, source, organisation and
publication date.
The document has been produced with the funding of the European Commission. The content of this
publication is the sole responsibility of the SoBigData Consortium and its experts, and it cannot be
considered to reflect the views of the European Commission. The authors of this document have taken any
available measure in order for its content to be accurate, consistent and lawful. However, neither the
project consortium as a whole nor the individual partners that implicitly or explicitly participated the
creation and publication of this document hold any sort of responsibility that might occur as a result of
using its content.
The European Union (EU) was established in accordance with the Treaty on the European Union
(Maastricht). There are currently 27 member states of the European Union. It is based on the European
Communities and the member states’ cooperation in the fields of Common Foreign and Security Policy and
Justice and Home Affairs. The five main institutions of the European Union are the European Parliament,
the Council of Ministers, the European Commission, the Court of Justice, and the Court of Auditors
(http://europa.eu.int/).
Copyright © The SoBigData Consortium 2015. See http://project.sobigdata.eu/ for details on the copyright holders.
For more information on the project, its partners and contributors please see http://project.sobigdata.eu/. You are
permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies of this document containing this copyright notice, but modifying this
document is not allowed. You are permitted to copy this document in whole or in part into other documents if you
attach the following reference to the copied elements: “Copyright © The SoBigData Consortium 2015.”
The information contained in this document represents the views of the SoBigData Consortium as of the date they are
published. The SoBigData Consortium does not guarantee that any information contained herein is error-free, or up to
date. THE SoBigData CONSORTIUM MAKES NO WARRANTIES, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, OR STATUTORY, BY PUBLISHING THIS
DOCUMENT.
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GLOSSARY
ABBREVIATION

DEFINITION

VRE

Virtual Research Environment

TSMM

Text and Social Media Mining

SNA

Social Network Analysis

HMA

Human Mobility Analytics

WA

Web Analytics

VA

Visual Analytics

DOW

Description of Work

VSD

Value-sensitive design
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DELIVERABLE SUMMARY
The Deliverable present a general overview of the satus of the platform in terms of resources published on
the e-infrastructure for the Virtual Access and Report on operation activity since the first release, including
a detailed set of usage indicators. Moreover we report on the contents that are under review and will be
published in the near future. It is organized as follow:
•
•

•
•

Section 1 - Virtual Access: describes the objectives of the virtual access in terms of integration of
the existing infrastructures and thematic clusters
Section 2 – E-Infrastructure: contains the state of the SoBigData infrastructure as it is with the
general organizaztion of the virtual research enviroments (VREs) in Lab, Catalogue, Exploratories
and Applications. The internal process of VRE publication includes a staging phase before beign
accessible to the general public, in this section we describe also the VREs which are under review.
Section 4 – Key Performance Indicators (KPI): describe the indicators that will be used for the
statistics automatically generated by the SoBigData platform.
Section 5 – Usage Statistics: contains the statistics for the first six months of activities in the
SoBigData platform.

Finally a section with some general comments on the status of the platform is presented.
In Appendix A the user experience for the SoBigData Platform is described, in particular the functionatily of
searching, exploring and inserting a new resource is shown.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The deliverable present the status of the SoBigData platform as an evolving e-infrastructure where the
partners are continuosly adding new contents and improving the presentation of them. The virtual research
enviroments (VREs) already integrated will be described and monitored with a set of KPIs describing the
number of access, the experiments done and the social network activities related to them. Moreover a
description of the VREs which are not yet public but are under an internal review phase will be described in
order to understand how the consortium is prooceding in integrating resources to the e-infrastructure.
An important note is the fact that this deliverable does not contain the assessment from the Advisory Board
as described in the DOW, this due the fact that the board is not yet formed. Anyway the SoBigData Platform
is begin used by the partner for inserting resources only in the last 6 months and therefore it is in stage
where the content vary greatly (in the last month the resources in the catalogue doubled).
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VIRTUAL ACCESS

The objective of the Virtual Access (VA) is to offer online services for big data and social mining research. To
this aim a compleatly new portal and e-infrastructure is built integrating ad upgrating existing infrastructure
in several reaserch contexts called clusters: Text and Social Media Mining (TSMM), Social Network Analysis
(SNA), Human Mobility Analytics (HMA), Web Analytics (WA) and Visual Analytics (VA). As described in the
DOW, those infrastructure are:
•

SoBigData.it (TSMM, SNA, HMA) - http://www.sobigdata.it/ - A infrastructure with the the
objective of aggregating multi-disciplinary competencies and computational resources for
conducting privacy-aware research experiments, social mining and visual analytics on big data. The
consortium of italian researcher behind this infrastructure will participate in multi-disciplinary
research projects on big data analytics, both at European and National level; it supports public
bodies, at European, National and local level, in the analysis of big data analysis and on related
privacy-preserving issues; it offers private companies with privacy-aware services for the analysis,
the forecasting, and the simulation of complex socio-economical phenomena. Namely the
SoBigData.it tools are: TagMe system, Elianto platform, Twitter streaming Monitor framework, SNA
Toolkit, and M-Atlas system.

•

GATECloud (TSMM) - http://cloud.gate.ac.uk - It is a unique, cloud-based infrastructure for largescale, data-intensive Natural Language Processing (NLP) and text mining research. Important
infrastructural issues are dealt with by the platform, completely transparently for the researcher:
NLP algorithm distribution, load balancing, efficient data upload and storage, deployment on the
virtual machines, security and fault tolerance. Another unique feature of this specialized NLP
Platform-as-a-Service is its support for researchers who want to develop and run their own text
mining/NLP pipelines on big data.

•

IVAS Platform (VA) - is a server-based platform to provide Visual Analytics-related data, algorithmic
and visualization services over an REST API to authorized clients. With IVAS, scientists can define
workflows and include them in custom applications. They can work with data from diverse inputs
like web services, relational and non-relational databases, graph databases, etc. IVAS can handle
tabular data, document, and graph data.

•

Alexandria infrastructure (WA) - The Alexandria infrastructure is a Hadoop cluster provides all tools
that are necessary for indexing, accessing, and analyzing the German Web corpus. The Alexandria
infrastructure is under development since March 2014.

The user will be able to access to all the services provided by the infrastructure using the SoBigData einfrastructure which is equipped with several social tools able to create a virtual multi-disciplinary
community of researchers. In the following sections the current state of the e-infrastructure is presented as
well as the actions which are in progress to integrate new contents and attract new users.
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E-INFRASTRUCTURE

A web front-end comprising of a catalogue of SoBigData resources (data and services) and a set of
SoBigData Virtual Research Environments (VREs). VREs are web-based working environments equipped with
a number of applications, enabling scientists to have access to the set of data, services, and algorithms
needed to perform their investigation in a collaborative way. Most of the existing infrastructure presented
before are decomposed into tools which are then integrated in the SoBigData e-infrastructure and
distributed in the VREs (Figure 1).

Fig. 1 – The page of Virtual Access on SoBigData.eu portal.

2.1

SOBIGDATA DICTIONARY

This section includes a description of the main concepts related to the activities of the SoBigData Research
Infrastructure. All the concepts described in this section are building blocks of a multi-layered system, which
has been briefly introduced in Section 2:
•
•

•
•

Dataset: A dataset is a collection of data representing phenomenons, observations, activities and so
on. Inside the project a catalogue of metadata will available and managed through time.
Method: A method is an implementation of a social mining algorithm / procedure. A method is
considered integrated if it is available into the RI catalogue. Different kinds of integration are
available. From the simple download as archive to the direct invocation using RI support.
Application: An application is a stand-alone system offering one or more social mining methods. An
application is considered integrated if it is available/discoverable from the RI catalogue.
Workflow: A workflow represents a set of step required for implementing a use case. A workflow is
a way to glue the different approaches to modelling together into a coherent framework; to
establish the open platform principle, where scientists, developers as well as many other kinds of
users can integrate and compose deep models, big-data-driven analytics to create new VREs; to
design a rich repertoire of VREs to be shared between the different kinds of users supporting both:
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(i)

•

•

2.2

the expert data scientist or developer that can unleash the whole power of the
framework and
(ii)
the human scientist or the policy maker that wants to perform complex simulation
and what-if analyses with simple and reliable means.
Exploratory: An exploratory is a thematic environment defined on top of the SoBigData RI, for
performing cross-disciplinary social mining research. Example of exploratories already developed in
synergy with WP8 and WP9 are: Societal Debates, City of Citizens, and Societal Well-Being &
Economic Performance. Besides the exploratories proposed by the consortium partners, we solicit
expressions of interests from the scientific community towards new exploratories. Exploratories
serve two purposes:
(i)
their definition and usage are important aspects of internal and external
evaluation/feedback of the effectiveness and usability of the research
infrastructure;
(ii)
exploratories provide the scientific context and research theme of the exploratory
calls for projects of the Transnational Access activities in WP6 and promote Virtual
Access (WP7).
Story: A story represents an experiment, a research line, and a use case inside an exploratory. A
story is a container for binding methods, applications, services and datasets. It promotes scientific
dissemination and results, and reproducibility.

PUBLISHED VRES

At the lunch of the SoBigData e-infrastructure, five VREs published, two general VREs which are the
backbone of the e-infrastructure, SoBigData Lab and The Catalogue, an Exploratory showing the potentiality
of some of the tools and two Applications:

1
2

•

SoBigData Lab1: Is a virtual place where researchers are able to perform experiments using all the
tools available in the platform. In particular, it contains the method engine which allows the user to
execute some experiments directly on the platform.

•

The SoBigData Catalogue2: It is an explorable environment where a user can discover/search the
resources provided by the SoBigData infrastructure. A dataset is considered available if it is listed in
the catalogue. This does not imply that a user have to provide also free/virtual data access. Some
datasets are private and the access is provided only local under strict term of agreement that must
be accepted by the user before using data. In any case, if a data is considered freely accessible it is
important provide a way for download it. The management of the methods/applications/services
into the catalogue is similar to the one for datasets. In this case:
• A method is considered available if it is listed in the RI catalogue. A method can be run using the
VRE or it can be downloaded also using RI facilities. In both cases a detailed documentation

https://sobigdata.d4science.org/group/sobigdatalab
https://sobigdata.d4science.org/catalogue
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including manual, tutorial and examples have to be provided together with the
method/service.
A service is considered integrated if it is listed in the RI catalogue and reachable from the RI.

The access of a method/service is different based on the level of integration and on the type of
access (transnational/virtual) that the developer insert into method description.
•

Exploratory - City of Citizen3 (HMA, SNA): The first exploratory to be released in December 2016.
An exploratory is a thematic environment defined on top of the SoBigData RI, for performing crossdisciplinary social mining research. It represents a view of a set of tools integrated in the platform
with a specific objective. Currently the exploratory contains the story called Investigating City
Mobility. A story represents an experiment, a research line, an use case inside an exploratory. A
story is a container for binding methods, applications, services and datasets. It promotes scientific
dissemination and results, and reproducibility. In particular Investigating City Mobility is a set of
tools for analyzing human mobility in relation to the territory. All the tools are available in the
catalogue and a showcase of their applications on real data is presented.

•

Application - SMAPH4 (WA): SMAPH is an environment allowing the exploitation of an entity
annotation system specific for web queries and very short text (like questions). SMAPH alleviates
the noise and irregularities that characterize the language of queries and puts queries in a larger
context in which it is easier to make sense of them. The key algorithmic idea is to first discover a
candidate set of entities and then link-back those entities to their mentions occurring in the input
query. This allows us to confine the possible concepts pertinent to the query to only the ones really
mentioned in it. The link-back is implemented via a collective disambiguation step based upon a
supervised ranking model that makes one joint prediction for the annotation of the complete query
optimizing directly the F1 measure.

•

Application - TAGME5 (TSMM): it identifies meaningful sequences of terms in an unstructured text
and links them to the Wikipedia page describing the mentioned entity, in a fast and effective way.
This annotation process has implications which go far beyond the enrichment of the text with
explanatory links because it concerns with the contextualization and, in some way, the
understanding of the text.

A complete guide to the user experience in navigating and using the VREs can be found in Appendix A “EXPLORATORIES IN SOBIGDATA”.
The SoBigData e-infrastructure is a growing entity, and other VREs are in progress at different stages of the
integraion. Furthermore, some of the existing infrastructures (GATE and IVAS) are in a stage of renewing
and improving their contents and functionalities. In the next section we will present some of them that are
in an advanzed stage and therefore will be published soon.

3
4
5

http://www.sobigdata.eu/exploratories/city-citizens
https://sobigdata.d4science.org/group/smaph
https://sobigdata.d4science.org/group/tagme
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VRES UNDER REVIEW

Additional VREs are under a review phase before the official publication, in this section we highlight the
ones that are very close to the release:
•

Exploratory – Societal Debates (TSMM, WA): This exploratory offers a pipeline to analyse and
understand ongoing societal debates using social media information. The work is centred around
technology from The University of Sheffield, which will be integrated in the VRE, along with analysis
techniques from other partners which will be catalogued for translational access. There are two
stories in this exploratory: Polarised Political Debates and Monitoring Topics across Time and Space.
The first is focused on online debates about discussing topics. By using data from online social
networks it is possible to study people discussions about topics that are relevant for society. Finally
it investigates who attends dibates, how people discuss, and what are their social relationships
compared with those of people of different views. Another aspect is to analyze how politicians
discuss and their influence on other people. The second analyzes newspaper articles to understand
the most relevant topics and monitoring how they are discussed by press. Visualization tools are
used to render all the results of both stories.

•

Exploratory – Well-being & Economy (HMA, SNA): This exploratory uses data of purchases in
supermarkets and investigates the changes in people’s behavior after the economic crisis. This
study allows to work out an early indicator of disease. The objective is to analyze the real cost of life
by studying the price variation and to correlate people well being with their social and mobility
data, discovering how they change in poor areas. The first story of this exploratory is Investigating
business risks and well-being. The objective is to give tools for a national government to take
decisions on a territory in order to improve well-being in the country.

•

Migration Studies (HMA, SNA, TSMM): information about migration flows and stocks comes from
official statistics obtained either from national censuses or from the population registries. Given
that migration intrinsically involves various nations, data is often inconsistent across databases, and
offers poor time resolution. With the availability of social Big Data, we believe it should be possible
to estimate flows and stocks from available data in real time, by building models that map observed
measures extracted from these unconventional data sources to official data, i.e. nowcasting stocks
and flows. In terms of cultural transitions, language mobility is of interest as well. We also look at
migration phenomena within smaller communities, such as scientific migration. Ongoing work is
concentrated on applying migration models to scientific migration to understand causes for the
flows observed.

•

Application – M-Atlas (HMA): the pre-existing infrastructure is completely rebuild in order to face
the increasing number of users and to provide a web-based interface to be integrated easly in the
e-infrastructure. M-Atlas is a mobility data mining system. Besides the mechanisms for storing and
querying mobility data, M-Atlas has mechanisms for mining trajectory patterns and models that, in
turn, can be stored and queried. The composizionability and flexibility of the algorithm provided in
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the system are able to build analytical workflow defined by a Data Mining Query Language (DMQL)
able to mix the typical relational database operation with complex data mining algorithm. The
results are shown on a map and the user can interact with them with some visual analytics
functions which are then translated automatically into new DMQL queries. Thanks to this language
the analytical process is repetible and replicable by other users ro be applied on different dataset.

Fig. 2 – The M-Atlas front-end in the VRE.

Application – GateCloud (TSMM): the pre-existing infrastructure has been updated to suit more interactive
workflows and to support a flexible HTTP API. GATECloud will be made available through a portal
application the SoBigData virtual research environment. GATECloud allows potential users to choose from a
number of text processing pipelines and services, trying them directly or starting a batch process to deal
with large numbers of tweets. Pipelines for political analysis have been placed in the GATECloud
environment, allowing users to extract topics, user classifications, political stances and sentiment from
English language tweets. A pipeline is currently in development to do the same for French, which will also
be made available, and a German language pipeline is planned for the future. Thanks to this cloud offering,
users need only submit their data and will receive a processed and annotated copy of it back. GATECloud
also supports the upload and storage of data online in the cloud. A tool for tweets collection is provided to
automatically ingest them into the GATECloud allowing allowing them to be directly processed using any of
the available pipelines.

D7.1 - VA e-Infrastructure Service Provision and Operation Report 1
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Fig. 3 – The GateCloud front page in the VRE.

•

Application – IVAS platform (VA): It is a visual analytics platform which offers services for webbased visualization and especially for the visual analysis of research data. It is developed and hosted
by the Fraunhofer Group in the SoBigData project. Its precursor at Fraunhofer IGD, IVAS, is an
analytical platform and workflow management, which integrates external services and data sources
into its environment. IVAS, however, did not support its own services to be used by other
infrastructures – which is in fact the setting of SoBigData. In contrast, the visual analytics (service)
platform does exactly that. Our goal is to provide a platform for “self-service visualization”.
Generally, a user may select an interactive visualization service from a visual catalogue, connect this
visualization to a service providing compatible data, and publish the resulting visualization on her
own website. Moreover it is possible to add new visualizations to the catalogue from various
sources (e.g. NPM, GitHub). In addition, the platform contains an interactive testbed that shows the
visualization services in execution. Users may change data and settings and see how they affect the
chosen visualization.

Fig. 4 – Example of IVAS platform visualization tools in the VRE.
D7.1 - VA e-Infrastructure Service Provision and Operation Report 1
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All the Exploratory VREs are already described in presentation pages linked by the SoBigData.eu website as
a preview of what will be available on the e-infrastucture.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPI)

The definition of the KPIs to be used in the SoBigData platform statistics are defined into categories:
•

VREs Users/Accesses statistics: The platform requires the creation of an account which can be used
to access different VREs (e.g. the catalogue or a single exploratory). This group of statistics report
the number of distinct users and the number of accesses done which can be multiple for the same
user. Namely the KPIs of this group are:
o VRE users: general count for the entire platform
o VRE Accesses: a specific count for each VRE

•

Catalogue Statistics: it represents a VRE containing the list of method and dataset integrated in the
platform which are then organized in the explanatories and applications (with overlaps). Special
KPIs for this VRE are defined:
o Methods: the count of methods integrated and listed in the catalogue
o Datasets: the count of datasets integrated and listed in the catalogue
o Downloads: the number of download from the catalogue, this is used to keep trace of the
users who download the resource to be used locally (so we can’t keep trace of the
executions)

•

Social Activities: SoBigData platform has a social network embedded, this group of indicators
describe the social activity between users:
o Posts: the count of posts
o Likes: the count of “like” on posts
o Replies: the count of replies on posts

•

Experiments performed: the platform includes a cloud engine which is able to execute some tools
according to the level of integration of them. This engine is available in the Lab VRE or in the
Applications. The KPI in this case is the count of the experiments performed.

In the next section the actual statistics will be shown.
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USAGE STATISTICS

In this section we report the statistics about the usage of the e-infrastructure. Those statistics are collected
automatically every month from the release date in September 2016. The VREs considered in the statistics
are the released ones presented in Section 2 in the period September 2016 (the release month) to February
2017 (6 months).
VRE New Users

SoBigDataLab Accesses

Exploratories Accesses

Applications Accesses

ResourceCatalogue Accesses

818
736

459

448

450

284

1

86

46

72

162

80

45

0

0

0

0

78

111
0

0

0

66
0

0

257

216

70

377

403

679

2

3

4

5

6

MONTH FROM PLATFORM RELEASE

Fig. 5 – Number of users registered and Accesses for the three type of VREs

In Figure 5 the number of users registered is reported, even if the platform is released in September 2016
the content are progressively updated and added, in particular in December a major review of the contents
and functionalities were performed. Moreover in the same period several actions of the dissemination work
package started.
Catalogue New Datasets

Data/Method download

1

2

3

4

0
5

6

18

0

1

17

6

3

0

5

9
0

17

64

79

111

159

Catalogue New Methods

0
6

MONTH FROM PLATFORM RELEASE

Fig. 6 – Methods and Datasets published in the Catalogue VRE

In Figure 6 it is possible to see how the Catalogue VRE is updated with new methods and Dataset. Most of
those are available in download, the number of them are reported in the figure as well.
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VRE Social Interations Posts

VRE Social Interations Likes

VRE Social Interations Replies

2

0
1

2

4

4

7

7
2

3

2

2

2

6

7

11

14

18

24

3

0
4

5

6

MONTH FROM PLATFORM RELEASE

Fig. 7 – Social activities in the VREs

In Figure 7 the Social activities are reported, those actions are performed in the VREs between users to
discuss about the applicability and the interpretation of the methods available in the platform.

69

2

78
0

1

5

6

0

0

321

Experiments in Lab

3

4

MONTH FROM PLATFORM RELEASE

Fig. 8 – Experiments performed in the Lab VRE (cloud)

In Figure 8 and 9 the number of experiments performed in the cloud is shown, we separate the SoBigData
Lab from the Application due the big difference in numbers. In particular is clear that the Applications are
already very popular and probably part of automatic procedures built by users (call using open API).
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3

3,226,794

2
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Fig. 9 – Experiments performed in the Application VREs (cloud)

In addition in order to understand the potentiality of the VREs which will be released soon we provide some
statistics about the pre-existing infrastructure GateCloud and IVAS Platform in 2016 representing the
expecting users (at least) which will migrate to the SoBigData e-infrastructure. Notice that the older IVAS
platform didn’t have an accounting system and for this reason the statistics are not collected, moreover due
the different nature of the systems and users activity logging the indicators are not homogeneous.
M-Atlas – 2016 Statistics
•
•

Registered Users (Download): 316
The top countries for visitors: Italy, France, India

GateCloud –2016 Statistics
•
•
•
•

Registered Users: 82
Un-Registered Access: 1936 (1200 unique IPs)
The top countries for visitors: UK, Germany and the USA
Annotation Services: 25 (public – free), 4 (restricted to research users)
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CONCLUSIONS

The status of the SoBigData platform is evolving, the partners are continuosly adding new contents and
improving the presentation of them. In the same way the dissemination workpackage is pushing it in several
events in order to attract new users. Both the actions are reflected in the statistics assessing the popularity
and usability of the platform during these first six months.
We belive that in the next month, with the release of the new exploratories and application, the platform
will be attractive for a larger set of users coming from different fields.
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APPENDIX A. USER EXPERIENCE

The public landing page for SoBigData is the website at www.SoBigData.eu, from there the users has several
ways to access to the platform and register to different VREs. In this appendix we will show how this is
possible for the user and we highlight three main features provided by the platform:
A. Search a dataset, method, application
B. Explore and discover analytical workflows in specific research topics
C. Publish a dataset, method

5.1

ACCESS SOBIGDATA RI THROUGH SITE HOME PAGE

From the main page of the SoBigData website there are 4 different point of access to the platform:
1. Menu EXPLORATORIES
2. Section “EXPLORATORIES”

3. Menu ACCESS
4. Section “ACCESS TO INFRASTRUCTURE”
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SEARCH

By Accessing to the Platform the search of a dataset or a method is done thanks to the data catalogue. The
front-end provided by the platform is shown in the following figure:

Figure B.1. Catalogue search bar

In this box the user can insert a set of keywords related to the desired item. The result will be a list of the
found items. Each item is fully described and could have a set of associated resources. The resources can
include related papers, source code, videos, etc.

Figure B.2. Example of result for a search in the catalogue
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EXPLORE

In this context, we propose a journey for a general user that arrives on our SoBigData portal and want to
explore the content and discover the possible uses of the platform. This experience is conceived for the
users that do not have any specific background on computer and data science or can be a researcher but
not already involved in social mining experiments. Once the user clicked on the menu “Exploratories”
(option 1) or directly one of the figure in the Exploratories section (option 2), he/she access to a specific
VRE. In the following we show the example of the City Of Citizens Exploratory to show the user experience
during the exploration.
Three parts compose the page of an exploratory:
1. The first part is represented by an evocative image, and a short description of the exploratory

Figure B.3. Exploratory page

2. The second part contain the list of the stories inside the exploratory
3. Each Story has a brief description and the resources related to it. Currently, a user can view:
• Datasets: the datasets actually involved in the story. Only the metadata are freely
accessible, and only a subset of dataset could be accessible through VA.
• Methods & tools: the list and a short description of the methods employed into the story
• Workflows: represent in a graphical way how the datasets and tools are used
• Thematic Clusters: list of thematic cluster involved into the story
• People: list of people involved into the story implementation
• Contact: main contact and reference of the story
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Figure B.4. Story description and resources.

At the bottom of the page, there is the link to access the VRE and interact with SoBigData RI.

Figure B.5. Button link to VRE.

By clicking the orange button, the user enters into the SoBigData E-infra facilities. This public VRE shows all
the resources related to the story and the exploratory chosen. By clicking in the tab “catalogue” in the VRE,
the user case can see the complete list of the resources related to each story inside the exploratory. It is
important to highlight that the resources available in the catalogue are related to the exploratory, not only
to the chosen story: this enables the final user to discover also other resources.

Figure B.6. Story page in the VRE.
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Figure B.7. Tab catalogue in the story page.

There are two kinds of resources:
1. private has, on mouse over, a pop-up window that explain to the user that in order to access that
resource he need to be registered.
2. by clicking on the open one the user goes to a page with the resource’s description. Note that he
doesn’t have yet the access to the resource: a pop-up message says that the user must be
registered to access/download the resources.

Figure B.8. List of available resources.

At this point if the use is already registered is able to access to the content of the exploratory, otherwise a
registration is required. Once the user is authenticated, s/he can access to the VRE that is composed by the
following main components:
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Social Area: this area shows comments, feedback, news related to the activities inside the
exploratory. Discussion can emerge among the community of users of this exploratory.

Figure B.9. Social Area.

•

Members: the list of people subscribed to this VRE. Using this tab is possible to send private
message, and interact directly with the community of the exploratory.

Figure B.10. Members Tab.

•

Catalogue: it shows the list of product related to the exploratory. It is shared among the stories
belonging to the exploratory.
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Figure B.11 Catalogue Tab.

•

Story list: the page that shows how a story works. Though this page the user can access directly
to the services of the story, can download methods and data (if freely available) and articles.
This page contains a set of example of the methods in the exploratory with visual metaphors
showing the potentiality of the methods. The user will be able to replicate the experiments on
its data following the chain of operations explained by the workflow of the story. Esch step is a
method findable in the catalogue which can be downloaded and/or used as web-service and/or
executed in the SoBigData Lab VRE.

Figure B.12 A snapshot of Investigating City Mobility story.

5.4

PUBLISH
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The SoBigData research infrastructure provides an integrate catalogue where all the resources accessible
through VA or TA are described. In this first release, the RI defines two kinds of products, methods and
datasets. In the next release, we planned to integrate also deliverable and papers related to the
exploratories and project activities. The catalogue is freely accessible and enables the research of products.

Figure B.13. Snapshot of SoBigData Catalogue

For example by clicking on search button without any word you can the list of all the products available in
the catalogue.

Figure B.14. List of products in the Catalogue

To publish a product in the catalogue the user has to be registered to the VRE related to the catalogue. The
registration is similar to the one proposed for the exploratories, but in this case for security reason the
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registration has to be confirmed by a manager of the VRE. To add a new product the user needs to click on
tab “catalogue”.

Figure B.15. Resource Catalogue VRE

After clicking on the voice catalogue, the user has to click on “publish product”: a form pops up to be filled
with all the information required for publishing a new product into the catalogue.

Figure B.16. Menu item for publishing Products

In the first form the application requires to fill the following fields:
• Title
• Product title
• Description
• Tags
• License
• Publish in
• Version
• Author
• Author Email
• Maintainer
• Maintainer Email
At the end, the use has to select the type of product to insert. At the moment, there are two items: dataset
or method.
5.4.1 METHOD
If the user selects a method the user has to fill the following fields:
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External Identifier
Creator
CreationDate
Owner
ThematicCluster
Area
Semantic Coverage
UsageMode
Input
Output
RelatedPaper
Accessibility
AccessibilityMode
ProgrammingLanguage
Hosting Environment
Dependencies on Other SW

Intellectual property fields:
● IP/Copyrights
● Field/Scope of use
● Basic rights
● Restrictions on use
● Sublicense rights
● Attribution requirements
● Distribution requirements
● Territory of use
● License term
● Insert a start date
● Hour and minutes
● Insert an end date
● Hour and minutes
● Requirement of non-disclosure (confidentiality mark)
● Custom Field(s)

5.4.2 DATASET
If the user selects a dataset the user has to fill the following fields:
● External Identifier
● Creator
● CreationDate
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ThematicCluster
Area
Semantic Coverage
TimeCoverage
Spatial
ProcessingDegree
ManifestationType
Language
RelatedPaper
Accessibility
AccessibilityMode
Size
DiskSize
Format
FormatSchema

Ethics and Intellectual property fields:
● PersonalData
● PersonalSensitiveData
● ChildrenData
● Consent of the data subject
● Consent obtained also covers the envisaged transfer of the personal data outside the EU
● Personal data was manifestly made public by the data subject
● DataProtectionDirective
● IP/Copyrights
● Field/Scope of use
● Basic rights
● Restrictions on use
● Sublicense rights
● Attribution requirements
● Display requirements
● Distribution requirements
● Territory of use
● License term
● Requirement of non-disclosure (confidentiality mark)
● Custom Field(s)
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